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SHOALHAVEN, AUSTRALIA
The Shoalhaven is a
dream playground for
an adventure racer. A
staggering 70% of the
region is national park or
native forest. There are
over 19 major water
catchments including
rivers, bays and lakes.
Scattered along 165kms
of coast line are 109
pristine beaches.
Jervis Bay in the
Shoalhaven is home to
the whitest beach in the
world and its clear
turquoise waters are
amongst the most
beautiful in the country.

"

In November Jervis Bay is
one of the best places to
witness the majestic
humpback whales on
their annual migration as
they take time out to rest
and play with their calves
in the calm waters.
The Shoalhaven is
teeming with iconic
Australian wildlife. From
kangaroos on the beach
to wombats in the forests
- you are guaranteed to
encounter these famous
"
creatures.

Back from the coast is the
grand Morton National
Park, which is one of the
largest national parks in
New South Wales. It is a
spectacular wilderness
labyrinth of sandstone
cliffs, canyons and
beautiful natural forest.
Nowra, the largest town in
the region, is a world
renowned rock climbing
mecca and home to
some of the countries
toughest sport climbs.
The weather should be
ideal for the event with
average daily minimum
temperatures of 15
degrees Celsius and
average maximums of 24
degrees.
Be sure to sample the
regions local food and
wine including freshly
shucked Sydney Rock
oysters and dine in
award-winning
restaurants such as
Bannisters in Mollymook
and Cupitt’s Kitchen.
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HOST TOWN, ULLADULLA
The host town for the AR World Championship 2016 is ULLADULLA. The district includes the main town
surrounding the fishing port, the famous surf beach and golden sand of Mollymook to the North, and the
charming art and food hub of Milton in the lush farming lands to the West. (Ulladulla Tourism Website - http://
www.ulladulla.info/)

AUSTRALIAN HOSPITALITY.
Each international team will be
assisted by a local volunteer. They
will contact you via email just prior
to the race and be ready to help
you with those tasks which can be
difficult in a new country such as
shopping for race food and finding
that last minute piece of
equipment.

SUPPORTERS.
The Shoalhaven is a fantastic place
for family, friends and supporters to
visit. They are welcome to follow
you during the race and after, why
not stay a little longer and visit
some of the great locations in New
South Wales, including the unspoilt
South Coast and stunning Sydney
Harbour. Go to http://
www.shoalhaven.com.au/arwc/
and http://www.visitnsw.com to see
what’s on offer.

HEADQUARTERS.
Race HQ will be in the Ulladulla
Civic Centre, right in the Central
Business District of the town. It is
located at 81A Princes Highway
Ulladulla NSW 2539. Use Google
Maps and search for “Ulladulla
Civic Centre” or “Ulladulla Public
Library” or
-35.356053, 150.473950
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TRANSFERS / ACCOMMODATION
AIRPORT TRANSFER.
There is an optional bus transfer included at no charge
for teams from the Sydney International Airport to your
accommodation within 15km of the event HQ in
Ulladulla.
Personal bags will travel with you on the buses. Bike
Boxes will be transported in event trucks and follow the
buses to Ulladulla.
Family/ Friends are also welcome to book the transfer
for $55 per person each way.
You MUST email admin@geocentricoutdoors.com.au to
book a transfer (include arrival/departure details) no
later than 21 Oct 2016.
If you have a flight arriving or departing from the
Domestic Airport Terminal you will need to catch a
shuttle bus/train to international terminal for approx $6.
‣Sunday 6 Nov 2016 - Depart 1200 midday Sydney Airport to arrive Ulladulla approx 1500.
‣Monday 7 Nov 2016 - Depart 1200 midday Sydney Airport to Ulladulla approx 1500.
‣Saturday 19 Nov 2016 - Depart 0900 Ulladulla to Sydney International to arrive approx 1200 midday.
Returning to the Sydney International Airport, all Bike Boxes and personal equipment must be collected
immediately when you leave the bus. Event staff will not remain to supervise your equipment.
CAR RENTAL
Some teams may choose to rent a car and drive
themselves the 3 hours along the scenic coast road to
Ulladulla. Search online for car hire - all major
companies operate from Sydney Airport.
ACCOMMODATION.
Teams must book their accommodation for the event.
Many teams will rent a holiday house for the duration of
their time in Ulladulla.
Shoalhaven Tourism can assist find the right
accommodation for you. Please visit http://
www.shoalhaven.com.au/arwc/ or email
tourism@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au
Alternately try a search of https://www.stayz.com.au/
accommodation/nsw/south-coast/ulladulla
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TRAVEL INFORMATION
CUSTOMS/ QUARANTINE
Please check if you require a Visa to enter Australia. Further information for travellers arriving in Australia see
http://www.australia.gov.au/information-and-services/passports-and-travel/customs-and-quarantine
Australia has strict biosecurity laws and some foods are prohibited from entering the country. Further details
see http://www.agriculture.gov.au/travelling/arriving-in-australia
LANGUAGE
The official language for the AR World Championship is English. All course notes and briefings will be in
English. If you require assistance with translation please email admin@geocentricoutdoors.com.au .
Recommended that teams have a team member fluent in English.
TIME ZONE
The event will be conducted in time zone GMT +11:00 (i.e. Australian Eastern Daylight Time). The event will use
24 hour time for all timing information.
MOBILE/CELL PHONES/ INTERNET ACCESS
Most Australians use Mobile Data for internet access on their smart phones. International travellers can
normally “roam” with their mobile phones or purchase a sim card on arrival and insert into their unlocked phone.
Sims can be bought for $2 in supermarkets, petrol stations, post offices etc and topped up using “pre-paid”
vouchers. If you have difficulty activating your sim come to HQ and event staff may be able to assist. Many
parts of the Shoalhaven are remote and the carrier with the best coverage is Telstra. The country code for calling
Australia is +61. Free wifi is available at the event HQ.
MONEY
The currency in Australia is the Australian Dollar (AUD). MasterCard and Visa are used extensively throughout
Australia. There are many Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) on arrival at the Sydney Airport and throughout
Ulladulla. Sydney International Airport is the best location for currency exchange.
Australia has a Goods and Services Tax (GST) of 10 per cent. This is almost always included in advertised
prices. You may be able to claim a refund of the GST paid on goods bought in Australia if you have spent AUD
$300 or more in one store.
Bargaining is not a normal custom in Australia in most places. Tipping is not common in Australia. You may
leave up to 10% for the waiter in more upmarket restaurants.
ELECTRICITY
Power is 240V alternating current at 50Hz.
RACE FOOD SHOPPING
There are three large supermarkets in Ulladulla just 500m from race HQ. These are
Aldi, Woolworths and Coles.
GEAR STORAGE/ PARKING
There is a large open air unsecured carpark at HQ where vehicles may be left while racing. Teams may leave
personal bags at race HQ while racing and these will be available at the finish line.
DRIVING
Driving is on the LEFT side of the road in Australia.
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SCHEDULE - ARWC 2016
DATE

TIME/ ACTIVITY

31 OCT 2016 (MONDAY)

Course outline & logistic plan released online - www.xpd.com.au

6 NOV 2016 (SUNDAY)

1200 (midday) Transfer departs Sydney International Airport Terminal
for Ulladulla (approx 3 hours travel time)

7 NOV 2016 (MONDAY)

1200 (midday) Transfer departs Sydney International Airport Terminal
for Ulladulla (approx 3 hours travel time)

8 NOV 2016 (TUESDAY)

0900 - 1300 Volunteer Officials training
1600 - 1800 Prologue starting at HQ and finishing at Mollymook beach
(All teams - bring running shoes/ water bottle/ jacket if cool)
1800 - 1900 Official Welcome and Opening Ceremony (Mollymook
beach - All teams, Officials, Media, Family & Friends)

9 NOV 2016 (WEDNESDAY)

0900 - 1500 Team registration and checks (each team allocated
specific time - approx 2hrs per team)
1000 Media briefing

10 NOV 2016 (THURSDAY)

0700 - 0800 Boxes/ Trunks/ Paddle Bags brought to HQ
0800 Team “LOCK DOWN" - Map and Race Notes handout
0800 Phones sealed & control cards issued in Lock Down
0900 Media and Volunteer course specific briefing
0800 - 1030 Equipment weighed and loaded onto trucks
1130 Trackers issued at start line
1200 Race Start!!!

14 NOV 2016 (MONDAY)

Afternoon/ evening winning team expected to finish

18 NOV 2016 (FRIDAY)

1300 Course closes
1300 - 1800 Teams utilising the airport transfer must pack their bike
boxes into trucks. No bike boxes loaded Saturday prior to departure.
1800 Presentations and dinner (please confirm any family/ friends
attending at registration)

19 NOV 2016 (SATURDAY)

0900 Transfers depart race HQ for Sydney International Airport (approx
3 hours travel time)
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FAMILY, FRIENDS, SUPPORTERS
Australia is a wonderful destination for a holiday and many teams are bringing family and friends to the race!
More information on the Shoalhaven visit http://shoalhaven.com.au/ARWC
Once the course has been revealed, there will be a information and maps available to supporters including
recommended locations to see their teams and other tourist places to visit. A hire car is recommended and
driving around the course is quite easy.
Supporters are welcome to attend the final presentations dinner. Cost is $40 per adult/ $20 children under 15
years of age (dinner for team members is included in their race entry). Bookings and payments must be made
at registration on 9th Nov 16.

REGISTRATION
Registration process 2 hours per team. Must wear race bibs. Be at HQ ready to start at your allocated time.
Schedule released and emailed to teams 31 Oct 16.
Teams will 1. Sign waivers & survey / 2.Receive race merchandise/ 3. Team and individual photo taken (wear
team uniform)/ 4. Written test on navigation, first aid & ARWS rules/ 5. Training in emergency YB
communications device/ 6. Mandatory equipment checked (Bring your “ALL TIMES” mandatory equipment only
for checking/ 7. Kayak familiarisation and swim test (bring towel and change clothes - PFDs and paddles
available for the check if you require).
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COURSE / DISCIPLINES
‣
‣
‣
‣

approximate total of 125km
4 trek legs
Gaiters/ long pants recommended
in some sections
Trails/ off trail/ coasteering

‣
‣
‣

approximate total of 310km
4 mountain bike legs
Various terrain

"

"

"

"

‣
‣
‣

"

‣
‣
‣
‣

"

‣
‣
‣

‣

approximate total of 120km
4 kayaking legs
Including Ocean, Lake, River,
White Water (or combination of).
Grade 1&2 white water (portage
Grade 2 rapids at night)
Portage wheels permitted - though
unlikely to be used

"

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

30cm x 30cm Orange/ White flag
Orienteering punch
Some controls chain/punch only
Missed CP = Unranked
Waterproof Control card
Wristbands compulsory some legs

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

2x sets waterproof maps per team
A3 size with CPs pre-marked
All maps issued at lock down
1:25,000 topo for trek
1:50,000 topo for MTB & paddle

‣
‣
‣
‣

12 Transition Areas (TAs)
No mid camp
Tents provided at TAs for sleeping
Cycle pumps provided at cycle
TAs (dual head attachment for
Presta and Schrader valves)

1 Pack Rafting leg approx 45+km
White water (Grade 1&2), flat water
and trekking.
Minimum paddling rafts 3-4hrs.
Minimum carrying rafts 2-4hrs.
Remaining time either paddling or
carrying (depending on team
choices) 8 - 12 hours

‣

Water available at all TAs (though
may need treating at some TAs)
Hot water provided at most TAs
(bring your own cup)

"

‣

Navigation will be moderate and
difficult in some sections

"

"

‣
‣

Water can be found on most legs
Treatment recommended

‣
‣

No food available at any TAs
Some TAs close to shops/ cafe
and may be open depending on
teams arrival time

‣

Recharging available at two TAs in
second half of course

‣
‣

Toilets at all TAs
On course bury waste 15cm
underground
On two legs teams must carry all
human waste to next TA

"

?

‣
‣

1 Mystery Discipline Leg
Details 31 Oct 2016

"

"

‣

Abseil
Ropes and anchors established
and supervised by guides
All roping equipment provided

COURSE

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

Total distance approximate 600km
14 Legs, Linear course
Winners estimated 4.5 days
1 short course option from day 5
All teams finished in 8 days

‣
‣

"

"

‣
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LOCK DOWN
At 0800 on 10 Nov teams enter the “Lock Down” and receive their
race maps and course notes. Teams must remain in the Lock Down
area until the race start. Internet access, smart phones, tablets,
smart watches etc are prohibited.
The Lock Down area includes the inside of a hall with access to
tables, chairs, power, food/drink etc and the immediate outside area
where all the teams trunks and bike boxes are located (allowing any
last minute adjustments).
Any additional non racing bags may be left at the Lock Down and
will be stored while a team is racing and returned to them at the
finish line.
Only race officials and accredited media are permitted into the Lock
Down area. Family/friends are not permitted into the Lock Down
area, however are permitted at the race start line.
RACE RULES/ REFEREE / PENALTIES
The AR World Championship will use the standard AR World Series
Rules of Competition. The event will be adjudicated by an official
AR World Series Referee.
Any time penalties awarded to a team who might place top 5 will be served on course outside the last Transition
Area prior to the finish. Teams will complete their transition, hand in all boxes/ trunks, check out and enter the
penalty tent. They will remain here for the duration of their time
penalty and once served, continue racing to the finish. Time
penalties for teams finishing outside of prizes will be added to their
finish time.
COURSE MARKING
No direction arrows, tape, markers etc are placed on the course
(unless specifically noted in the Course Notes or on Maps).
TIME ESTIMATES
“Fast” times based on estimated speed of a top 3 team completing
that section during the daylight, in good weather conditions, and
excluding sleep. “To Finish” times are based on estimated speed
of a team who will complete the full course and finish just prior to
the final race cut off, completing that section during the daylight, in
good weather conditions, and excluding sleep.
ENVIRONMENTAL
‣ You must use toilets or bury human waste away from water
sources and 15cm underground. A number of legs in sensitive
environments will require teams to carry all human waste to the
next TA and dispose there.
‣ It is prohibited to leave rubbish/ trash on the course.
‣ Teams will be required to push their bikes in one section along
a trail due to the strict environmental rules of that area.
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EQUIPMENT
MANDATORY EQUIPMENT
The mandatory equipment list is attached to the end of this document.
PACK RAFTING
Teams must bring pack rafts sufficient to transport all team
members. You will be paddling in flat water and moving water
class 1 & 2. Good quality pack rafts are highly recommended
(one or two person rafts).
Mandatory equipment on Pack Raft leg is the same as for
kayaking legs.
Alpacka is a world renowned company based in the USA who
make high quality and lightweight pack rafts. They have
offered a 15% discount to ARWC 2016 teams buying standard
ARWS colour yellow/black rafts (10% for custom colours). Go
to http://www.alpackaraft.com and order before 15 Aug. Then
5% discount for orders before 1 Sep 16. Use the coupon
code “2016ARWS”. They also have a limited range of
seconds and demo models available at 15% off.

TWO KAYAKS PER TEAM.
The event will be using two styles of kayaks.
‣Spirit double CTR surf ski. 4.8m long, 70cm wide,
weight 25kg. Rudder with steering pedals in rear seat.
Hatch in bow and stern. Additional elastic straps on
stern.
‣Other style sit on top kayak
Kayaks available to test at HQ on 9 Nov 2016.
At the end of the paddle legs remove all your paddle
equipment as you will not keep same kayak during the
race.
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GLOW STICKS
Front teams allow for 3 nights of glow sticks. Rear teams 4 nights.
MOBILE/ CELL PHONE
Mobile phone must be on TELSTRA network, or able to roam on Telstra network. Phones will be security sealed
at start line. You must provide an additional waterproof bag.
BIKE STORE ULLADULLA
Mountain Cycles, 3/11 Boree Street, Ulladulla. http://mountaincycles.com.au / mountaincycles@bigpond.com
OUTDOOR STORE ULLADULLA
Boots Great Outdoors stock a range of outdoor equipment including freeze dry meals and JetBoil gas
canisters. You can email (sales@outdoorzone.com.au) and place orders to collect when you arrive in Ulladulla
(http://www.outdoorzone.com.au). They are located at 44 Deering Street Ulladulla.
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LOGISTICS
BIKE BOXES

"
"

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

1 x Bike Box per person
30kg Maximum weight each box
Dimensions 140cm x 80cm x 30cm
Team identification labels provided
Bike box at start and end of all bike legs
Fluted plastic (corflute) or cardboard - no wood or steel.
No liquids in bike boxes
Recommended www.box4bike.com.au Order by 1 Sep 16,
$200 each or 4 for $700. Delivered or collect at HQ.

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

4 x Trunks per team
25kg Maximum weight each trunk
Team identification labels provided for A, B, C, D
1 x Trunk at each TA
Each trunk will go to multiple TAs
Rubbish must remain in trunks - no disposal at TAs
Trunks provided ONLY to athletes living outside Australia.
Athletes living in Australia must provide this exact trunk.
Available for purchase at Super Cheap Auto (approx
$30-40) www.supercheapauto.com

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

1 x Bag per team (provided)
25kg Maximum weight
Dimensions 150cm x 50cm x 50cm
Team identification labels provided
Paddle bag at start of all paddle legs
Teams must carry paddle bag on some paddle legs
Split paddles will fit inside bags
Full length paddles moved separately
Pack rafts moved separately - bring 1 x team bag for your
rafts.

TRUNKS

"
"
"
"
"
PADDLE BAGS

"

"
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SAFETY
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
I understand and acknowledge that participating in this event is a dangerous activity. I am aware and
understand the activities I will be involved in. I am aware of the hazards involved and acknowledge that there is
always risk of injury (including permanent injury, mental injury, paralysis and death). In my judgment I have
sufficient competence, knowledge, common sense, experience, survival skills and equipment to participate in
all the event activities in a manner safe to myself and others.
I understand and agree that, in the first instance, I am responsible for the provision of first aid to myself and
those around me. I know and accept that rescue by the organisers, or emergency services, may not be possible
immediately (eg, night, rain, equipment failure, other rescue etc).
If I get to a point in the course that I believe the level of inherent risk is unacceptable for me, and I am not
confident in completing it safely, it is my responsibility to take action. I must choose an alternate route, avoid
the hazard, or even withdraw from that leg or the race. I accept this self responsibility..
IN AN EMERGENCY
THINK TEAM MATES - Your first point of assistance is your team mates. Danger Response Airway Breathing
Circulation Deadly bleeding.
OTHER TEAMS - There may be other teams close by who can assist. Teams assisting other teams in an
emergency will be given a time credit.
TRANSITION OFFICIALS. If you need assistance from a race official, make your way to the nearest TA.
EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS (USING THE YB DEVICE).
If you need assistance send the organisers a MESSAGE. You may use pre-set messages or Free Text.
We will return your message. DO NOT USE THE RED BUTTON.
To SEND a message
1) Press the OK key to wake the screen up
2) Press the OK key again to get into the menu
3) Choose 'Messages'
4) Choose 'New Message'
5) Choose the ‘Messages’ from the list to send a pre-set message, or scroll to bottom and select ‘Free
text’ to key in a specific message.
6) Press OK or Exit to confirm message, and OK once again to Send Now
To RECEIVE a message
1) Press the OK key to wake the screen up
2) Press the OK key again to get into the menu
3) Choose 'Messages'
4) Choose 'Inbox'
5) Choose the message they want to read, and then press OK to expand it.
If you are carrying a mobile phone call Craig on 0419 427 244 or Louise 0419 427 243 (move to high ground for
best reception). In low reception areas try to send a text message.
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION
If a team requires medical evacuation by civilian emergency services (e.g. Ambulance or Helicopter) they are
liable for these costs. Therefore it is compulsory that:
‣ Australian Athletes - have Ambulance cover/ or health insurance policy that includes ambulance cover/ or
an exemption or other ambulance coverage eg
Australian Defence Force, residents of Queensland/
Tasmania etc
‣ International Athletes - have a travel insurance
policy that covers medical costs including medical
transportation for an injury sustained during
competitive event.
WITHDRAWING FROM RACE
‣ Move to nearest TA if possible and inform Race
Officials.
‣ If one team member withdraws, remainder of team
must get permission from the Race Director to
continue as team of 3 Unranked.
‣ If a team member withdraws and needs ongoing
care/support, your team will NOT be permitted to continue.
‣ Some remote areas are helicopter access only. In non emergency, you must pay for this flight.
‣ If you require hospitalisation you and your team are responsible for this ongoing support.
‣ For non emergency withdrawal it may take a number of days to get you back to HQ.
COMMUNICATIONS
Each team is issued on the start line with a YB satellite tracker. The tracker MUST go in the top of a race pack
and have clear view of sky. Be especially careful on kayak legs that tracker is sitting in position on the kayak
with clear view of sky.
Teams are also issued with a much smaller GPRS tracker , transmitting at 5 minute intervals when in mobile
phone reception areas.
Race organisers can send messages to your YB tracker. Ensure you check your messages twice daily - at
sunrise and sunset. If you lose your YB tracker you must pay for a replacement.
COMMON MEDICAL ISSUES
‣ Dehydration/ Heat Exhaustion
‣ Hypothermia (lowering of core body temperature athletes more vulnerable when tired and
dehydrated)
‣ Systemic Infections (dangerous condition often
resulting from infection of bites, cuts etc)
‣ Sunburn (especially on legs in exposed kayaks)
‣ It is important that you share any important
personal medical information with your team
members.
SPECIFIC HAZARDS
‣ SNAKES - Almost all snakes in Australia are
venomous (regardless of their size). Majority of
teams will not see a snake during the event. If you
encounter a snake, avoid it and do NOT attempt to touch it. If bitten it can be serious. Apply compression
bandage on entire limb, remain stationary and notify HQ immediately.
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‣

BUSH FIRE - Extremely dangerous and can move very quickly. Do not attempt travel near any bush or wild
fires! Move away to safe ground immediately.

ROAD AND CYCLE SAFETY
No roads are closed for the event. You must follow the road laws of Australia. It is the law that
helmets must be worn at all times while cycling.
Remember in Australia driving and cycling is on the LEFT.
Many trucks and cars travel roads on the course at high speed.
WATER SAFETY
First assistance is your team mates in they
other kayak - stay together when paddling!
Attract attention by waving paddle vertically.
Caution if using mobile phone in water.
paddle together!
The event has multiple safety boats on the water or on call.
FIRST AID CERTIFICATES
A minimum of two members of the team must have by the race; a first aid qualification appropriate for the
activities undertaken in the event or other appropriate and relevant training and/or experience in first aid. You
must sign the declaration at the end of this document to certify this.
PUBLIC LIABILITY
Geocentric Pty Ltd has a public liability insurance policy to the
value of 20 million dollars. This is a compulsory insurance
policy in Australia for events that are organised on, or cross
through, any form of government land/public place. This is
not personal accident insurance for you! Geocentric strongly
recommends all athletes have their own accident insurance
policies.
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CLIMATE
ULLADULLA

NOVEMBER

Mean Maximum Temperature (°C)

21.6

Mean Minimum Temperature (°C)

14.1

Mean 9am Temperature (°C)

17.6

Mean 3pm Temperature (°C)

19.5

Mean Rainfall (mm)

84.8

Mean Number Days Rainfall
>1mm

8.9

Twilight Rise (10 Nov 2016)

0519hrs

Sunrise (10 Nov 2016)

0547hrs

Sunset (10 Nov 2016)

1937hrs

Twilight Set (10 Nov 2016)

2005hrs

Approximate Sea Temperature
(°C)

18

"
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MEDIA
OFFICIAL MEDIA
For Official Media Accreditation please contact
louise@geocentricoutdoors.com.au .
TEAM MEDIA/ SOCIAL MEDIA
Teams are encouraged to bring their own media. Social media,
photographer, videographer etc. For Team Media Accreditation please
contact louise@geocentricoutdoors.com.au.
LIVE COVERAGE
Extensive live coverage including team tracking will be available through
www.xpd.com.au
HASH TAGS
The following hashtags recommended: #ARWC2016 #ARWorldSeries
#DotWatcher #adventureracing #xpdar
TEAM BLOGS
There will be a number of compulsory TAs where a team member must
write a short blog which will be uploaded to the live website.
TELEVISION PRODUCTION
An international television documentary will be produced of he AR World
Championship 2016 for the National Geographic Channel.
TEAM UNIFORMS
Teams are strongly encouraged to wear a team uniform throughout the race
including matching race clothing.
PHOTOGRAPHY OR VIDEO
While racing please just ignore photographers and video cameramen
unless specifically directed otherwise. Don’t wave hello, give thumbs up or
hang loose gestures! Thank you.
MEDIA VOUCHERS
Discount vouchers are available to individuals or teams who specifically
generate positive media coverage for themselves and the event (e.g. have
articles published, appear on news, do radio interviews etc). Please see
http://www.geocentricoutdoors.com.au/media_voucher.htm for more
details.
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FINISH & AWARDS
FINISH
The finish of the race will be back at race HQ and
on the famous “finishers lounge”. You will be
greeted with a bottle of champagne,
complimentary finishers glass, pizza and a
comfortable lounge that you can rest until the next
team arrives!
1ST PREMIER MIXED - WORLD CHAMPIONS
‣ Prize Money $20,000 AUD for team
‣ Entry to AR World Championship 2017 Entry
paid by host.
‣ Entry to next XPD Expedition Race Entry paid
by host.
2ND PREMIER MIXED
‣ Prize Money $14,000 AUD for team
‣ Qualification Spot to AR World Championship 2017.
‣ One half reduction of entry fee to next XPD Expedition Race.
3RD PREMIER MIXED
‣ Prize Money $12,000 AUD for team
‣ One third reduction of entry fee to next XPD Expedition Race.
4TH PREMIER MIXED
‣ Prize Money $8,000 AUD for team
5TH PREMIER MIXED
‣ Prize Money $6,000 AUD for team
MASTER TROPHY
A Masters Trophy is awarded to the first team across the line where team ages on the first day of the race add
up to (190) years or over.
COLTS TROPHY
A Colts Trophy is awarded to the first team across the line where team ages on the first day of the race add up
to (110) years or less.
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ADMINISTRATION
TEAM MEMBER INFORMATION
Each member must be registered in the online registration system. Team
captains must ensure all team members are registered as soon as
possible. http://www.geocentricoutdoors.com.au/home/Login/Login.aspx
For assistance please contact admin@geocentricoutdoors.com.au
RACE MERCHANDISE
Athletes will be provided with merchandise as per their T-shirt size in their
profile in the registration system. Merchandise orders and sizing will be
finalised on 31 August.
RACE BIB SIZING
Any athlete who has selected Extra Large or Extra Extra Large in their
profile in the registration system will be provided a larger sized race bib.
Bib orders will be finalised on 31 August.
NATIONALITY RULE
Teams must include a minimum of three members of the same nationality.
Competitors must prove their nationality at race registration with a valid
passport or if different, suitable proof of residency. Teams at the AR World
Championship will represent one designated nation only, being the
nationality of the majority of team members.
Ensure in your profile in the registration system you have the correct
nationality selected. Race bibs will have nationality flag printed.
TEAM NAMES AND CHANGES
No team name changes after 21 October. Team names are limited to 32
characters. Names should not start with the word “team”. During the AR
World Championship your team name will be proceeded by your country or
your countries three letter code for example Australia Mountain Designs or
AUS Mountain Designs.
LOOKING FOR TEAM MEMBERS
If you need to find a team member and have exhausted all your options
you can contact admin@geocentricoutdoors.com.au and we may be able
to put you in contact with someone who has contacted us.
AUSTRALIAN BUDDY
International teams will be allocated a local volunteer to assist them prior to
the race in Ulladulla if they require. They will email you in the week prior to
the race and introduce themselves.
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HALL OF FAME
XPD WINNERS

AR WORLD CHAMPIONS

XPD 8th Edition
Mountain Designs
(L to R) Gary Sutherland,
Kathryn Preston, David Schloss,
Damon Goerke.
5 days 10 hours 33 minutes
Queensland Tropics Townsville

2015 WORLD CHAMPIONS
NEW ZEALAND SEAGATE –
Chris Forne, Stuart Lynch,
Sophie Hart, Nathan Fa’avae (L
to R).
Country – Brazil / Race host –
Brazil Pro Adventure Race.

"
!

XPD 7th Edition
Mountain Designs
(L to R) David Schloss, Leo
Theoharis, Kim Beckinsale,
Gary Sutherland.
5 days 2 hours 8 minutes
Finders Ranges, Outback South
Australia
XPD 6th Edition
Thule Adventure Team
(L to R) Per Vestling, Jacky
Boisset, Myriam Guillot, Martin
Flinta
5 days 10 hours 52 minutes
Tasmania West Coast.

"

2014 WORLD CHAMPIONS
NEW ZEALAND SEAGATE –
Nathan Fa’avae, Stuart Lynch,
Sophie Hart, Chris Forne (L to
R).
Country – Ecuador / Race host
– Huairasinchi.

XPD 5th Edition
Blackheart.com.au
(L to R) Kim Willocks, Rob
Preston, Damon Goerke, Josh
Street
6 days 9 hours 6 minutes
Cairns, Tropical North
Queensland.

"

2013 WORLD CHAMPIONS
THULE ADVENTURE TEAM –
Alberth Roca, Jacky Boisset,
Myriam Guillot, Stuart Lynch.
Country – Costa Rica / Race
host – Costa Rica Adventure
Race.

"

2012 WORLD CHAMPIONS
SEAGATE – Trevor Voyce, Chris
Forne, Sophie Hart, Nathan
Fa’avae (L to R).
Country – France / Race host –
Raid in France.

"
"

XPD 4th Edition
Blackheart.com.au
(L to R) Damon Goerke, Rob
Preston, Kim Willocks, Josh
Street
5 days 15 hours 3 minutes
Australian Alps

XPD 3rd Edition
Orionhealth.com
(L to R) Brent Edwards, Anna
Berthelsen, Stuart Lynch,
Wayne Oxenham
5 days 7 hours 16 minutes
Whitsunday Coast

"

"

2011 WORLD CHAMPIONS
THULE ADVENTURE TEAM –
Per Vestling, Jacky Boisset,
Myriam Guillot, Martin Flinta (L
to R).
Country – Australia / Race host
– XPD Expedition Race.

"

"
2010 WORLD CHAMPIONS
BUFF THERMOCOOL –
Benjamen Midena, Emma
Roca, Fran Lopez Costoya,
Arnau Julia (L to R).
Country – Spain / Race host –
Bimbache Extrem.

"
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XPD 2nd Edition
AROC Mountain Designs
(L to R) Tom Landon-Smith,
Rebecca Rusch, Karl StrodePenny, Matt Dalziel
4 days 21 hours 55 minutes
Tasmania
XPD 1st Edition
AROC Mountain Designs
(L to R) Tom Landon-Smith,
Alina McMaster, Adam Hunter,
Nigel Aylott
5 days 2 hours 4 minutes
Broken Hill Outback

"

"

2009 WORLD CHAMPIONS
HELLY HANSEN PRUNESCO –
Warren Bates, Tom Gibbs,
Nicola Macloed, Nick Gracie (L
to R).
Country – Portugal / Race host –
Portugal XPD.
2008 WORLD CHAMPIONS
ORION HEALTH – Wayne
Oxenham, Anna Berthelsen,
Brent Edwards, Stuart Lynch (L
to R).
Country – Brazil / Race host –
Ecomotion Pro.

"

"

2007 WORLD CHAMPIONS
NIKE – Mike Tobin, Chris Forne,
Monique Merrell, Mike Kloser (L
to R).
Country – Scotland / Race host
– Wilderness ARC.

"
2006 WORLD CHAMPIONS
NIKE POWERBLAST – Monique
Merrell, Dave Weins, Richard
Ussher, Ian Adamson (L to R).
Country – Sweden / Race host –
Explore Sweden.

"
2005 WORLD CHAMPIONS
BALANCE VECTOR – Marcel
Hagener, Nathan Fa’avae,
Kristina Anglem, Richard
Ussher, (L to R).
Country – New Zealand/ Race
host – Southern Traverse.

"

2004 WORLD CHAMPIONS
NIKE ACG BALANCE BAR –
Mike Kloser, Danelle Ballangee,
Ian Adamson, Michael Tobin (L
to R).
Country – Canada / Race host –
Raid The North Extreme.

"
2001 WORLD CHAMPIONS
NOKIA – Petri Forseman, Jukka
Pinola, Mika Hirvinen, Elina
Maki-Rautila.
Country – Switzerland.

"
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EXAMPLE BASE MAP
This is an example of a 1:25,000 base map that will be used in the race:
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DECLARATIONS
Please bring this signed form to registration:
INFORMATION PACK CONTENTS
Each team member has read and understood the entire contents of this Information Package:

Signature:

Signature:

Signature:

Signature:

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION COVERAGE/ INSURANCE
Each team member has cover or insurance for the costs of a medical evacuation by civilian emergency
services:

Signature:

Signature:

Signature:

Signature:

FIRST AID DECLARATION
Two members of the team have a first aid qualification appropriate for the activities undertaken in the event or
other appropriate and relevant training and/or experience in first aid.
Name:

Name:

Details of Qualification or Experience:

Details of Qualification or Experience:

Signature:

Signature:
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Geocentric Adventure Racing

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT, WAIVER AND RELEASE

COMPETITORS
WARNING: THIS IS A LEGAL DOCUMENT THAT AFFECTS YOUR RIGHTS. PLEASE READ ALL OF (2
PAGES) THE DOCUMENT CAREFULLY. ALL COMPETITORS MUST SIGN THIS FORM.
1.I understand and acknowledge that participating in the XPD Expedition Race hosting the Adventure Racing World
Championship 2016 (the Event) from 6-19th November 2016 is a dangerous activity. The Event may involve
mountain biking, kayaking, trekking, running, navigation, rafting, snorkelling, Stand Up Paddle boarding, abseiling,
use of a tyrolean traverse and/or a flying fox, rock climbing, ascending, swimming, rock scrambling, coastal travel,
sailing, driving, crossing and/or travelling on roads, roller skating, caving, snow traversing, traversing isolated and
remote tracks, repairing equipment and other unspecified activities. I am aware and understand the activities I will
potentially be involved in. Hazards include, but are not limited to remoteness from assistance or medical aid, the
extremely strenuous nature of the Event including participating at night, becoming lost, vehicle traffic, actions of
other participants spectators and public, weather conditions, flood, fire, storm, sleeplessness, hypothermia and
heat exhaustion, condition or suitability of participant’s equipment, natural and man made objects in the
environment and other unspecified hazards. I am aware of the hazards involved and acknowledge that there is
always risk of injury (including permanent injury, mental injury, paralysis and death) and damage to my property. In
my judgment I have sufficient competence, knowledge, common sense, experience, survival skills and equipment
to participate in all Event activities in a manner safe to myself and others.
2.I certify that I am physically fit and that I have sufficiently trained for participation in the Event and have not been
advised otherwise by a qualified medical person that I can not participate in the Event and that I have been given
the opportunity by the organiser to attend a pre event briefing session.
3.In consideration of being allowed to participate in the Event, I (on my own behalf and on behalf of my executors,
administrators, heirs, next of kin, successors and assigns):

a.

WAIVE, RELEASE AND DISCHARGE from any and all liability for death, disability, personal injury,
property damage, property theft and all other risks, claims or actions of any kind (including breach of
contract, acts of negligence to the fullest extent permitted by law) whatsoever and however occurring,
together with any legal fees incurred as a result of any such claim whether it is valid or not, which I at
any time had or have as a result of or in connection with, directly or indirectly, my participation in and
my travelling to and from the Event the following person or entities: Geocentric Pty Ltd (Geocentric),
Event sponsors, Event producers, community organisations, all State, Federal and Local Government
authorities in which the Event may be staged and the owners, licensees or occupiers of any property
upon which I enter and their (its) respective officers, directors, employees, independent contractors,
sponsors, representatives, agents, members and volunteers, including medical and paramedical
personal appointed for the Event;

b.

INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS the persons or entities mentioned in paragraph 3(a) from any
and all liabilities, claims or actions (including negligence) whatever or however caused arising as a
result of or in connection with, directly or indirectly, my participation in and travelling to and from the
Event, including any claim by my (or my team’s) support crew or any person assisting me or my team;

4.I acknowledge that I am responsible for my personal possessions and equipment during the Event.
5.I accept the communications, search, rescue and medical aid arrangements put in place by the organisers. I
understand and agree that in the first instance I am responsible for the provision of first aid to myself and those
around me. As a competitor or support crew I am responsible for myself or my team’s timely removal from the
20/07/2015 11:29 am

Geocentric Pty Ltd
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Geocentric Adventure Racing

course to a medical facility. I give my consent to receive any first aid and medical treatment which may be
deemed advisable in the event accident, injury and/or illness as a result of my involvement in the Event.

6.I certify that the medical information supplied by me on the entry form is true and I consent to and authorise that
information to be provided to any medical practitioner, ambulance officer or any person involved or associated with
any medical treatment or assistance that may be given to me as a result of my participation in the Event,
regardless of whether the treatment is given.
7.I agree to allow my photograph, video, multimedia or film likeness and or name to be used for any legitimate
purpose by Geocentric, it’s sponsors or assigns without notification, payment or compensation.
8.I acknowledge that the Event arranged insurance covers myself for public liability whilst participating in this event.
I am responsible for my personal accident insurance and ambulance cover.
9.I acknowledge that the organisers reserve the right to alter the advertised course if conditions warrant. I agree
that the organisers reserve the right to cancel or postpone the Event due to weather conditions, natural disaster,
“acts of god”, terrorism, war or any other reason so deemed by the organisers, and that my entry fee will be nonrefundable.
10.I agree to abide by the Event rules and directions of officials and I understand that my entry may be voided if
through my actions or behaviour, if in the opinion of the organisers, I break any of the rules or I bring the Event into
disrepute. I further understand that the organisers reserve the right to reject any entry without having to justify their
actions.

11.I certify that I will be eighteen (18) years of age or older before the Event starts or that I have full permission
from my parent/guardian and they have read and understood the above and will co-sign below.
I have carefully read this form (2 pages) and understand and agree to its contents.
TEAM NAME:

TEAM NUMBER:

Printed Full Name

Signature

Date

Printed Full Name

Signature

Date

Printed Full Name

Signature

Date

Printed Full Name

Signature

Date

20/07/2015 11:29 am

Geocentric Pty Ltd
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AR World Series Mandatory Equipment List

!

ADVENTURE RACING WORLD SERIES
MANDATORY EQUIPMENT LIST
Version 1.2 dated 29 Jul 2016.

The AR World Series members using this list have collectively agreed on standard mandatory equipments, and
definitions of this equipment, that individuals and teams must carry while participating in an AR World Series
adventure race. They have also agreed on the rational and logic for the inclusion of items on this list.
Additional items may be added by race organisers where they are specific to their location, conditions or laws of
the host country.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND ASSUMPTIONS - You and your team together are responsible
entirely for carrying suitable and appropriate equipment, clothing and sustenance for the climate, conditions and
activities in the event. This Mandatory Equipment List is NOT a list of the only items you should take. It contains
the mandatory items that you and your team must carry with you, at specified times, to meet minimum safety
requirements by law, prevent and/or treat SOME potential injuries, and short term survival purposes (for example a
seriously injured team member, in a stationary position, overnight in bad weather). It assumes your team members
will NOT separate during the race and that you may share between members the mandatory equipment that must
be carried. You will certainly need additional equipment, clothing, food and drink for your participation in the event.

RECOMMENDED AND INFERRED ITEMS
The following items, categories of equipment or related items, are either strongly recommended by organisers, or
assumed to be an inferred requirement as competitors must have an understanding of adventure racing, the
activities they will be participating in, and general outdoor adventure knowledge and experience.
‣ Backpacks and water carrying containers/ bladders/ bottles.
‣ Foods and sustenance, sufficient until the next re-supply point, including emergency quantities.
‣ Personal race clothing and footwear suitable for extreme conditions (including accessories such as hats/
gloves, eye protection, watch/altimeter as required and clothing for water activities such as wetsuits).
‣ Waterproofing/ dry bags to keep personal and team equipment as dry as necessary.
‣ Water purification device or chemicals - to avoid illness from drinking contaminated water.
‣ Personal medications (for example EpiPen/epinephrine, bronchodilator/Ventolin) permitted analgesics,
therapeutic medicines, medical insurance certificates, allergy or illness identification tags, sun protection.
‣ Money/ Credit card, personal identification card/ Passport, immigration or visa certificates.
‣ Cycle repair kit (including pump, tubes, tools and spare parts).
‣ Additional and back up Mandatory/ Recommended and Inferred items in re-supply boxes as permitted.

RULES - As a competitor in the AR World Series event using this list, you and your team are required to carry the
mandatory equipment items with you at the specified times. Checks of mandatory equipment may occur during the
race and missing equipment may result in penalties or disqualification as per the race rules. If any items are used/
consumed/lost during a leg, they must be replaced at the next transition point.
The mandatory equipment is divided into two categories, equipment you and your team must carry at ALL times,
and equipment you and your team must carry during a specific DISCIPLINE.
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AR World Series Mandatory Equipment List

ALL TIMES - ALL DISCIPLINES - ALL ARWS RACES
!

!

Yes/No

(Tropical Zone + Temperate Zone)

!
Name

Image

!

Official Race Bib
(Vest/ Jersey/ Bib)
!

Whistle
!
!

!

Light Source
(Headlamp)

Quantity

Description

1 x per
competitor
(no share)

The official race bib must be worn by each competitor at
all times as the outermost garment. Vest/packs that cover
the front of the bib are not permitted. Race bibs are
provided by the race organisers.

1 x per
competitor
(no share)

Each competitor must carry at all times a whistle that is
pea-less and functional in wet conditions. It must be
easily accessible at all times to sound an alert if required.

1 x per
competitor

Light source (such as headlamp), waterproof with the
required batteries for the section of the race. Different
light sources may be used in different disciplines e.g.
headlamp, cycle lights.

1 x per
competitor

The shell/ outer layer jacket must be waterproof,
windproof, breathable as specified by the manufacturer.
Jacket must have hood, seams tape sealed and be
suitable for potentially extreme conditions in an adventure
race.

1 x per
competitor

Long sleeve, close fitting top of synthetic or wool fabric.
Lightweight, moisture wicking/ quick drying, and worn next
to your skin. Top may either be carried or worn.

1 x per
competitor

Long leg, close fitting bottom of synthetic or wool fabric.
Lightweight, moisture wicking/ quick drying, and worn next
to your skin. Bottom may either be carried or worn.

1 x per
competitor

Beanie (or Buff) must be close fitting and of synthetic or
wool fabric. Lightweight, moisture wicking/ quick drying,
and worn over your hair/skin. Beanie may either be
carried or worn.

1 x per
competitor

Sheet or bag of material coated in a metallic reflective
agent. Used in emergencies to reflect heat. Can be used
to counter hypothermia, but also provide shade or aid in
visibility. (note bags can deteriorate over time).

2 x per
team

Quality compasses for accurate navigation. Compass
must have a needle balanced to the magnetic zone of the
race (e.g. zone 1,2,3,4,5 or Multi zone compass). Watch
compasses do not meet these requirements.

1 x per
team

Camera or electronic recording device (e.g. video
camera), waterproof, shockproof with charged battery.
May be used to photograph in case of missing checkpoint
or other rule breaches. May also be used for general
photography (at risk of having flat battery when needed).

1 x per
team

Cell phone with fully charged battery, turned off and in
waterproof bag/container for emergency use only. Race
organisers will provide advice on specific cell network (if
required) and seal phones in security bags before the
race.

!

!

Shell Layer Top
(Jacket)
!

Baselayer Top
!
!

!

Baselayer Legs
(Leggings/ Tights)
!

!

Baselayer Head
(Beenie)
!

!

Survival Blanket
(Space Blanket)
!

!

Magnetic
Compass
!

Digital Camera
!
!

Cell Phone
!
!
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Fire Starting
Device
!

1 x per
team

Waterproof matches, gas cigarette lighter, flint and steel
are all acceptable fire starting devices.

1 x per
team

Minimum blade length 50mm and sharp enough to cut
rope or webbing in an emergency. Folding blade for
safety. Must be easily accessible while kayaking.

1 x per
team

Course maps, course notes and passport/ control card,
provided by organisers, appropriate for section of the race
teams are completing. Adequate waterproofing e.g.
laminated or waterproof paper, clear adhesive(Contact) or
waterproof map bag.

1 x per
team

First Aid contents specified separately. Must be
contained in waterproof bag.

1 x per
team

Must be white light, high intensity (e.g. Xenon strobe
lamp), 360 degree visibility, waterproof to 10m or greater,
visible beyond 1nm (1.9km) and with charged batteries.
Normal flash rate 60 per minute. It can be used in an
emergency situation (on both land and sea) to alert others
to your location. Headlamps or cycle lamps that flash are
not acceptable.

1 x per
team

Specific device provided by race organisers. Must be
carried and used in accordance with direction of race
organisers.

!

Knife
!
!

Course
Information and
Maps
!

!

First Aid Kit
!
!

Strobe Light
!

!

GPS Tracker/
Emergency
Communications
!

!

ALL TIMES - MOUNTAIN BIKE DISCIPLINE - ALL ARWS RACES
(Tropical Zone + Temperate Zone)
!
Yes/No

Name
Mountain Bike

Image

!
!

Helmet
!
!

Front Light
!

Quantity

Description

1 x per
competitor

Mountain Bike appropriate for adventure racing. No road
or cyclocross bikes.

1 x per
competitor

Cycle helmet with an approved safety standard
certification. (e.g. CE, UIAA or country equivalent)

1 x per
competitor

Front facing white light. May be head or handlebar
mounted.

1 x per
competitor

Rear facing red light. Must be mounted on the bicycle.
Recommended spare rear light is carried amongst team.

!

!

Rear Light
!
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ALL TIMES - KAYAK DISCIPLINE - ALL ARWS RACES
(Tropical Zone + Temperate Zone)
!
Yes/No

Name

Image

!

Personal
Flotation Device
(PFD/ Lifejacket)

Quantity

Description

1 x per
competitor
(no share)

Correctly sized for the competitor and must meet safety
standards of the country of the race. Worn at all times
while kayaking. Inflatable type vests not acceptable.
Foam deteriorates over time and loses buoyancy.
Organisers may have specific tests in place to ensure
buoyancy meets required standards and laws.

1 x per
competitor

Must be attached to the PFD/ Lifejacket.

!

Whistle
!
!

Paddle
!

1 x per
competitor
!

Helmet
!
!

Kayak/ Canoe
!

!
Throw Bag Rope
!

1 x per
competitor

Organiser to specify if river helmet is mandatory, or if
cycle helmet is acceptable. Worn as directed by race
organisers.

as per race
organiser

Supplied by race organisers (unless notified otherwise).

1 x per
boat

Rescue device with length of rope stuffed loosely into a
bag so it can pay out through the top when thrown to a
person. Minimum rope length 10m/ 30ft.

1 x per
competitor
1 x per
boat

One glow stick (100mm) attached to PFD in a highly
visible position at all times (i.e. shoulder position). One
glow stick attached to kayak (bring cable tie). Glow sticks
must be glowing when dark. Multiple sticks may be
required, bring spares.

1 x per
team

Attached to PFD while paddling - illuminated in
emergency. Must be white light, high intensity (e.g.
Xenon strobe lamp), 360 degree visibility, waterproof to
10m or greater, visible beyond 1nm (1.9km) and with
charged batteries. Normal flash rate 60 per minute. It can
be used in an emergency situation (on both land and sea)
to alert others to your location. Headlamps or cycle lamps
that flash are not acceptable.

!

!

Illumination
(Glow Stick/
Chemical light)
!

Strobe Light
!

!
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FIRST AID KIT - ALL TIMES - ALL DISCIPLINES - ALL ARWS RACES
!

(Tropical Zone + Temperate Zone)
Yes/No

Name

!

Bandage
(Elastic/ Crepe)

Image

Quantity

Description & Required Discipline

2m long x
7.5cm wide

Total length of bandage is minimum of 2 metres and
minimum width is 7.5cm un-stretched. Multiple bandages
are permitted. Used to create localised pressure to site of
injury or wound.

1x

This bandage in shape of right angle triangle can be used
to make a sling, as normal bandage and other
applications.

2x

Dressing minimum dimensions 7.5cm x 7.5cm each.
Applied to wound to prevent further harm and promote
healing. Self adhesive or used in conjunction with a
bandage. Gauze dressing with nonstick film
recommended.

1x

One roll of strapping tape. Can be used to secure
bandages or dressings and in improvised splints.

4 x adult
doses
minimum

Antihistamine tablets inhibits the action of histamines and
can be taken in event of allergic reaction.

!

!

Triangular
Bandage

!

Wound Dressing
(Sterile)

!

!

!

Strapping Tape
(Adhesive/ surgical
tape)

!

Antihistamine
(strong)
!

!

Recommended Items - Additional first aid items that are highly recommended include analgesics (pain reliever e.g. Paracetamol), antiinflammatory tablets (e.g. ibuprofen), electrolyte replacement, anti diarrheic, disinfectant and antiseptic solutions/creams, blister treatment, CPR
face shield, medical gloves.
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!

!

!

ALL TIMES - ALL DISCIPLINES - TEMPERATE ZONE RACES
ADDITIONAL
(Temperate Zone Additional)

Yes/No

Name

Image

Mid Layer Top
(Fleece)
!

Quantity

Description

1 x per
competitor

The mid layer top is used between the baselayer and
shell layer to provide additional insulation in cold
environments. Long sleeve top of synthetic or wool fabric.
Mid weight (greater than baselayer), moisture wicking/
quick drying. Top may either be carried or worn. When
tested on scales the total weight of the top must be 200
grams or greater.

1 x per
team

Must be proper full length sleeping bag, covering the
head, and made of insulating material (synthetic or
waterproof down recommended). When tested on scales
the total weight of the bag must be 400 grams or greater.
OR a thermal bivvy bag with heat reflective material such
as the SOL Escape bivvy (which also meets requirement
of one survival blanket)

1 x per
team

A must have sewn in floor and minimum floor area of
2.5m² or 27ft². Tent design must include poles. All the
required poles, pegs, ropes etc must be carried with the
tent. Must be suitable for potential conditions of the race.

!

Sleeping Bag
!
!

!

Emergency
Shelter
(Tent)
!

RACE SPECIFIC ITEMS
(These items added by the specific Race Director)
Yes/No

Name

Image

Quantity

Description & Required Discipline
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PROHIBITED ITEMS/ EQUIPMENT
!

‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

All Times - All disciplines - All ARWS Races

GPS devices. Includes devices that show your position, display maps, distance travelled etc (excludes
GPS trackers provided by the organisers).
Distance measuring devices such as foot pod accelerometers and pedometers. (cycle computers exempt)
Mobile phones, radios, other communications or internet access devices etc (excluding the compulsory
emergency phone sealed prior to the race).
Maps other than those provided by the organisers (specifically from race start to crossing the finish line).
Firearms, night/ nocturnal vision devices.

Exemptions
If a competitor wishes, for example for post race performance analysis, to carry such a device as outlined in points
1,2, they must register it, including any separate display devices (e.g. watches) at HQ and have them sealed in a
tamper proof bag prior to the start. Officials will check the bag is intact at the finish line.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Q. Am I required to carry an additional baselayer top or bottom if I am wearing them during the race? NO.
Q. Does a cycle top and arm warmers (or cycle tights and leg warmers) meet the requirement for baselayer top and
baselayer bottom? YES
Q. Can a team mate carry my backpack? YES however each competitor must always wear their race bib and carry
a whistle.
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ADVENTURE RACING WORLD SERIES
RULES OF COMPETITION
Version 1.2 - 1 February 2016.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

Pre-Race. Teams must comply with any registration procedures, equipment and
competency checks and attend all compulsory meetings and functions as scheduled by
the race organiser.
Equipment. Teams and team members must carry mandatory equipment as described
in the AR World Series Mandatory Equipment List, as well as any race specific items
directed by the race organiser.
Race Course. Teams must complete the race course as directed in the course book and
maps, through race checkpoints (CPs) and transition areas (TAs), by the racing
discipline specified, using the maps provided by the race organiser. The first team to
complete the event, having complied with all rules, and any penalties taken into
consideration, will be considered the winning team.
Team. Teams must travel and complete the course together, without substitution, and
with team members being close enough to see and communicate verbally with each
other at all times.
Support/ Assistance. Teams may not receive outside assistance during the race.
Emergencies, Medical and Communications. Any team who encounters a medical
emergency, be it in their own team or another team, or external to the event, must stop
to render assistance.
Environment. Teams must treat the environment and landscape of the course with
respect and leave minimal evidence of their racing.
Conduct. Athletes must conduct themselves in a respectful manner at all times,
without cheating, abuse behaviour, language or violence.
Banned Substances. The use by athletes of banned substances as specified in the
World Anti-Doping Code, The 2013 prohibited List, is prohibited.
Penalties. Teams who do not complete the course as directed, and in accordance with
the rules, may receive a time penalty, an Unranked (UR) status, a Did Not Finish
(DNF) status or a Disqualification (DQ).
Adjudication. Adjudication of these rules is the responsibility of the Race Referee if
designated, the Race Director and the Race Jury. Any formal protest by a team must be
submitted in writing as soon as possible, and not later than 12 hours after the team
finishes or withdraws from the race.
Race Specific Rules. Each race may have specific rules for that race only. Where
there is a conflict of rules, the race specific rules will take precedence.

AR World Series - Rules of Competition -
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ARWS RULES OF COMPETITION
DETAILED EXPLANATIONS
Penalties - for explanation on the three levels of penalty (Blue, Yellow, Red) please see section 10.
1.

Pre-Race. Teams must comply with any registration procedures, equipment and competency
checks and attend all compulsory meetings and functions as scheduled by the race organiser.
1.1. All team members must be present at race registration. [BLUE]
1.2. All team members must attend all pre-race briefings. [BLUE]
1.3. If competency checks are applicable to the event, the team must complete all the
competency checks. Failure to complete competency checks within a reasonable time
frame, and to the satisfaction of the race organiser, will result in either reduced
participation in the event (e.g. being excluded from sections of the course) or
disqualification.
1.4. If pre-race equipment checks are applicable to the event, the team must complete all the
equipment checks to the satisfaction of the race organiser. Failure to meet the equipment
requirements will result in the team not being permitted to start the race.

2.

Equipment. Teams and team members must carry mandatory equipment as described in the AR
World Series Mandatory Equipment List, as well as any race specific items directed by the race
organiser.
2.1. Teams must carry mandatory equipment as specified in the AR World Series Mandatory
Equipment List. [YELLOW]
2.2. Prohibited items that must not be carried by teams during the race are specified in the AR
World Series Mandatory Equipment List. Specifically noted items include: [RED]
Mobile/ cell phones, radios, smart phones, internet, computers or other
2.2.1.
communication devices (other than those provided by the event) are prohibited.
2.2.2.
GPS devices of any kind (other than those provided by the event) are prohibited
unless registered and sealed inside security and tamper proof bag by the
organisers, which is checked at the finish.
2.2.3.
Distance measuring devices including foot pod accelerometers, pedometers, etc
(excluding cycle computer).
2.3. If the race issues a team a tracking device, then the team must carry and operate this
device as per the instructions by the race organisers. Teams are not permitted to turn off
the device or in anyway shield the device to reduce it’s operational ability. [RED]/ [DQ]
2.4. Once the race has started, teams may use only the official race maps as provided by the
organisers. Teams may not purchase or carry other maps. [RED]
2.5. If a piece of mandatory equipment is accidentally lost during the course of the race, teams
must report this to a race official at the next manned CP or TA. Teams must remain in that
location until a replacement can be delivered.
2.6. Teams must comply with scheduled and random equipment inspections on the course by
race officials. [RED]
2.7. All team members must wear their race bib as the outer most garment for the duration of
the race (including over Personal Flotation Devices). Modification of the bib is not
permitted. Obstruction of the printing on the bib is not permitted. A backpack is permitted
to cover the back of the bib only. A thin support strap between the shoulder straps on the
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2.8.

3.

front of a athlete is acceptable. Vest type front packs that obstruct printing on the front of
the bib must be worn underneath the bib or not at all. [BLUE]
Teams are not permitted to make modifications to kayaks provided by the race organisers,
unless specifically permitted by the race organisers. [RED]/ [DQ]
Modifications not permitted include sails and kites.
2.8.1.
2.8.2.
Removable portage wheels where there is no damage or modification to the race
kayaks are permitted.
Padding for seats etc where there is no damage or modification to the race
2.8.3.
kayaks are permitted.

Race Course. Teams must complete the race course as directed in the course book and maps,
through race checkpoints (CPs) and transition areas (TAs), by the racing discipline specified,
using the maps provided by the race organiser. The first team to complete the event, having
complied with all rules, and any penalties taken into consideration, will be considered the
winning team.
3.1. Teams must comply with all official instructions issued by race officials, either verbal or
in writing. [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]. This is not applicable to general advice or
recommendations a race official may give in the course of their duties. If there is
confusion or conflict between instructions issued by race officials, the information
provided by the Race Director will take precedence.
3.2. Once the course has been issued team members, media, supporters etc are not permitted
to travel any part of the course in anyway before the start. [RED]/ [DQ]
3.3. Team members are not permitted to leave the race course at any stage during the race
unless authorised by the Race Director. [RED]/ [DQ]
3.4. Teams must complete the course as specified in the course booklet and race maps. Unless
otherwise specified, legs of the course must be completed, and CPs collected, in order.
[BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]

3.5.

3.6.

3.4.1. It is generally permitted if a team accidentally misses a checkpoint (for example at
the next CP they discover they didn’t collect the previous CP), to return to the
missed CP to collect it, and then continue on the course, even though in this case
they may have collected these CPs out of order. A penalty may be issued if this
situation resulted in an advantage to the team.
3.4.2. Only an official directive from the Race Director may change a rule that has been
printed in the race course book/maps. This directive may be verbal or in writing,
and passed by the Race Director, or their Race Officials.
Teams must not travel in Out of Bounds areas. [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]
3.5.1.
Unless specifically permitted by the race organisers, prate property is always
out of bounds, even if a team were to seek permission from the owner.
Teams must follow mandatory routes if designated by the race organisers. [BLUE]/
[YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]

3.7.
3.8.

Teams must abide by cil laws at all times. [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]
Teams must visit CPs as outlined in the course book and maps.
Teams failing to visit a specified mandatory checkpoint will receive a penalty in
3.8.1.
accordance with the penalties promulgated by the race organiser. [BLUE]/
[YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]

3.8.2.

If a team visits the physical location of where a CP marked on their race map
should be, and no checkpoint is found (e.g. the CP may have been stolen, or
incorrectly placed), the team must prove they visited the location represented on
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3.9.

the map by taking digital photos (with flash if necessary) to show the Race
Director at the finish. Photos should include as much detail of the surroundings
as necessary to satisfy the Race Director. The Race Director may also reference
any tracking devices carried by the team to satisfy themselves the team was in
the correct location.
At CPs and TAs, teams must record proof of their visitation via the method adopted by
the race organisers (e.g. orienteering punches, passport signature, electronic timing chip).
[BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]

If a team loses their proof of visiting a CP (e.g. control card, passport, timing
chip), they must follow the procedures specified by the race organisers (e.g.
manually recording a codes on the CP, taking a photograph, punching race map
etc). [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]
Teams must not bring themselves, the race, or the sport into disrepute and must conduct
themselves with integrity and show respect to others. Some examples of actions that are
considered unacceptable include: [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]
3.10.1. Stopping at a house and waking occupants in middle of night to ask for
directions (non-emergency situation).
3.10.2. Loud and offensive language in a public place.
The race clock does not stop and time in transition areas is counted to a teams total time.
Race Organisers may include non timed sections, or compulsory stops, for safety or other
reasons.
3.12.1. In the case of compulsory stops or non-timed sections, teams must remain on the
race course and they are are still bound by the ARWS Rules of Competition. This
is especially relevant to the rules regarding support and outside assistance.
A team has officially finished and their finish time is recorded when all team members
have crossed the finish line.

3.9.1.

3.10.

3.11.
3.12.

3.13.

4.

Team. Teams must travel and complete the course together, without substitution, and with team
members being close enough to see and communicate verbally with each other at all times.
4.1. Each team must have an appointed team captain, who will be the official representative of
the team before, during and after the race.
4.2. Team names that contain offence words or innuendo are not permitted.
4.3. All team members must be a minimum of 18 years old at the time of race unless a special
exemption is issued by the race organiser.
4.4. Teams must travel the course together, with team members being close enough to see and
communicate verbally with each other at all times. In most situations no more than 100m
should separate the first and last team member. Team members must not separate
accidentally [YELLOW]/ [RED] or deliberately [DQ]. Exceptions to this rule may include:
Where race organisers specifically permit team members to separate for part of
4.4.1.
the course (e.g. orienteering section where the organisers permit teams to split
into pairs).
Once a team has checked into a TA and before checking out of the TA.
4.4.2.
4.4.3.
In an emergency situation (e.g. two team members going for help while one
team member stays with the injured team member).
4.5. All team members must travel to within 5m of each checkpoint, unless instructed
otherwise by race organisers. [YELLOW]/ [RED] or deliberately [DQ].
4.6. Teams must start and finish with the specified number of members. All team members
must attempt all legs. No substitution of team members is permitted. [RED]/ [DQ]
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4.7.
4.8.

5.

4.6.1. In some instances, race organisers may modify this rule, such as legs where team
members are permitted to split up in certain sections.
In the case of withdrawal of a team member, or an entire team, Event HQ must be
notified by the quickest possible means.
If a one or more team members decides, or is instructed by the Race Director, to
withdraw from the race, the whole team must escort that member (or members) to the
nearest TA or Search and Rescue/ Medical Crew. Permission must be obtained from
Event HQ if the remaining team member would like to continue on the course. There is
no automatic right to continue in the event and the decision by the race organiser will be
based on, amongst other things; weather, timing, ongoing support and care of the
withdrawing team member/s, remaining team member well-being, etc.
Teams must not abandon a member on the course. [YELLOW]/ [RED]
4.8.1.
4.8.2.
Once a team member has withdrawn, they are not permitted to re-join the race
at a later stage (be it with their team or even another team)
Once a team has become unranked, they may never move back into the ranked
4.8.3.
category (e.g. even if they were to find a substitute team member to race with
them, thereby bringing their numbers back up to the original requirement).
If a athlete is part of a team who has withdrawn (due to others of their team
4.8.4.
withdrawing and not themselves), that athlete may be permitted at the
organisers discretion to join up with another unranked team (providing this team
is willing to accept them).

Support/ Assistance. Teams may not receive outside assistance during the race.
5.1. No information on the actual course or race route may be sought, prior or during the race,
from any authorities, land managers or similar sources. Specifically this includes
information from rangers, police, government officials, land owners etc who may know
the actual course due to the permission planning processes undertaken by the race
organisation. This is exclusive of general research of race location and is in reference to
the actual race route. [RED]/ [DQ]
5.2. No equipment, food, provisions or anything else is permitted to be dropped or cached on
the course prior to the race, by the team, or any other person (excluding the race
organisers). [RED]/ [DQ]
5.3. During the actual race, if the course is such that teams return to the same location at a
later point in the race, teams may cache items (e.g. food/ water/clothing), providing they
retrieve all items before completion of the race and nothing is left on the course.
[YELLOW]/ [RED] This is at teams own risk and is not applicable to mandatory equipment.
5.4. Any media and/or supporters, being those people who have a connection or affiliation
with the race or a athlete in the race, in attendance, must abide by the following rules.
Failure to abide by these rules will result in the team involved being penalised.
5.4.1.
Once the course is given to teams, media and supporters are not permitted to
assist in any of the race planning, route advice, touch or move any team
equipment or in any way provide assistance to a team in their preparation for
the race. [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]
Media and supporters may view teams in specific TAs and locations along the
5.4.2.
course as designated by the race organisers. Where a race has designated
specific Sleeping Areas (in transitions for example), Media and Supporters are
not permitted to access these areas at any time. [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]
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Media and supporters are not permitted to move team members or any of their
equipment in any way along the course (e.g. team members riding in a vehicle/
boat, having team equipment carried or moved, paddling in wake of a boat,
pacing or drafting behind a vehicle etc). [RED]/ [DQ]
Media and supporters are not permitted travel with, lead, pace or follow closely
5.4.4.
behind their teams along the course. Accredited media may have more latitude
in traveling with teams for short durations to achieve their work results as
approved by the race organisers. [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]
Media and supporters are not permitted to drop or cache equipment, food or
5.4.5.
anything else on the course or in TAs. [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]
Media and supporters are not permitted to provide nourishment, medical
5.4.6.
supplies, race equipment or any other unspecified forms of assistance (including
food or drinks, pain killers, replacement equipment etc). [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]
5.4.7.
Media and supporters are not permitted to pass information to any team
pertaining to the race, or any information that may assist a team in the race (e.g
the position of other teams, their pace, split times, sleep, route choices,
strategies etc). [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]
Media are not permitted to position themselves on the course in locations that
5.4.8.
will provide navigational assistance to teams (e.g. at an unmanned CP locations,
on road junctions, etc) [BLUE]
Assistance from the general public and spectators, being those people who have no
connection or affiliation with the race or a athlete in the race, and that every other athlete
has reasonable access to in an equal capacity (given time of day and location factors), is
governed by the following:
Once the course is given to teams they are strictly prohibited to seek help from
5.5.1.
any third party expert or ‘local’, particularly in relation to route selection, map
advice, time estimates etc. [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]
General public are not permitted to move teams or any of their equipment in
5.5.2.
any way on or along the course (e.g. taxi, hitch hiking, use of farm animals,
team members riding in a vehicle/boat, having team equipment carried or
moved, paddling in wake of a boat, pacing or drafting behind a vehicle etc).
5.4.3.

5.5.

[RED]/ [DQ]

Teams may seek food/ drink/ nourishment/ medical supplies along the course
from retail businesses and the general public providing they do so in a
respectful way and that does not bring themselves, the race or the sport into
disrepute.
5.5.4.
Teams may interact with the general public to ask directions, pose for photos,
answer questions etc.
Ranked teams on the full course may support other ranked teams on the full course during
the race (e.g. assisting repair equipment, sharing food, lending spare equipment etc.)
Ranked teams may not receive assistance, equipment or food from Short Course teams,
Unranked teams or teams who have retired or been disqualified. Assistance from teams
or athletes not racing on the full course in the fully ranked category is considered an
unfair advantage (these team do not have the same disadvantage and consequence
involved with provision of assistance to another team). [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]
If the race organisers permit support crews, the race organisers will issue rules relating to
support crews.
5.5.3.

5.6.

5.7.
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6.

Emergencies, Medial and Communications. Any team who encounters a medical emergency,
be it in their own team or another team, or external to the event, must stop to render assistance.
6.1. Any team who encounters a medical emergency, in their own team, another team, or
external to the event, must stop to render assistance. Organisers will attempt to re-credit
delayed time where possible. Failure to assist will be penalised [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]
6.2. If a athlete needs personal medication throughout the race, then they must carry this
medication with them during the race, to be taken as prescribed by their doctor. [BLUE]/
[YELLOW]

6.3.

6.4.

6.5.
6.6.

6.7.

7.

Event medical staff have the authority, on confirmation with the Race Director, to
withdraw a athlete from the race, should further participation in the event likely result in
serious or permanent injury, disability or death to the athlete and/or their teammates. The
event organisers decision to remove a person due to medical or safety reasons is final.
Intravenous Fluids may only be administered by approved event medical staff. Once
intravenous fluids have been administered, that athlete may no longer participate in the
remainder of the race.
6.4.1. Any administration of intravenous fluids by anyone other than event medical staff
is prohibited. [DQ]
The SOS/911 function of an emergency communications device may only be used in a
situation where a team requires immediate assistance for a serious or life threatening
emergency. [RED]/ [DQ]
Where the organisation provides an emergency communication device to teams that has a
non-emergency communication capability, or teams carry another form of communication
such as cell phone or radio, teams may communicate only in the following circumstances:
6.6.1. To inform the race organisation if they encounter a situation on the course that may
be dangerous to the team or other teams, in the case where it is possible the
organisation may not be aware of that dangerous situation.
6.6.2. To request non-emergency medical assistance or removal of an athlete or the team
from the race.
6.6.3. To inform the organisation if your team is undertaking a deliberate and safe course
of action in the race that may be unexpected, and potentially cause the organisation
to initiate an unnecessary emergency response.
6.6.4. Any other communication such as asking for directions, if a checkpoint is believed
missing, or other unspecified communication will be penalised. [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]
If a team requires the race organisation, another team in the competition, or civil
emergency services to rescue one or all team members from an imminently dangerous or
actually dangerous situation, then that team will be penalised. [YELLOW]/ [RED]

Environment. Teams must treat the environment and landscape of the course with respect and
leave minimal evidence of their racing.
7.1. All rubbish/ trash must be carried off the race course and disposed of in an appropriate
location (such as a rubbish/trash bin). [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]
7.2. All rubbish/ trash from a team in a transition area must be placed in a designated rubbish/
trash bin if provided by the event organisers, or packed with the teams equipment for
future disposal in an appropriate location. [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]
7.3. No fires to be lit unless in an emergency or as approved by the race organisers. [BLUE]
7.4. Respect all wildlife and farm stock and cause minimal disruption. [BLUE]
7.5. Any defecation should occur in a toilet, but if this is not possible, it must occur away
from water sources such as creeks and be well buried below ground surface. [BLUE]
7.6. Adopt minimal impact on vegetation as appropriate to the environment. [BLUE]
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8.

Conduct. Athletes must conduct themselves in a respectful manner at all times, without
cheating, abuse behaviour, language or violence.
8.1. Athletes must not remove, tamper or adjust event equipment at any time. For example
equipment such as CP markers, punches, signs, route marking, etc [RED]/ [DQ]
8.2. Athletes must not mislead Organisers and/or marshals with inaccurate/incomplete
information. [YELLOW]/ [RED]/ [DQ]
8.3. Abuse behaviour, offence or threatening language or violence toward other athletes, race
officials, media or the public is not permitted at any stage. [RED]/ [DQ]

9.

Banned Substances. The use by athletes of banned substances as specified in the World AntiDoping Code, The 2013 prohibited List, is prohibited. [RED]/ [DQ]

10.

Penalties. Teams who do not complete the course as directed, and in accordance with the rules,
may receive a time penalty, an Unranked (UR) status, a Did Not Finish (DNF) status or a
Disqualification (DQ).
10.1. Cheating occurs if a team or team member knowingly and deliberately breaks a rule to
gain an advantage, be that advantage large or small. In all cases cheating will result in
Disqualification of that team or athlete and their immediate removal from the race course.
In the most severe cases, cheating may result in a ban to the athlete/s from further
participation in AR World Series races.
10.1.1. If a specific athlete is disqualified, and not the entire team, then the remaining
team members may be permitted to continue to race at the discretion of the
Race Director.
10.2. A penalty is awarded if a team indadvertedly, accidentally, or without the intent to gain
advantage, breaks one or more of the AR World Series Rules of Competition.
10.3. Penalties may be served on the course at a time and location designated by the organisers,
or added to a team finish time, at the discretion of the organisers.
10.3.1. In most cases a time penalty awarded to a team likely to cross the finish line
in first, second or third place will be served in the last feasible checkpoint prior
to the finish line.
10.4. The AR World Series Rules of Competition define an official warning and three levels of
penalty (similar to penalty cards in other sports), in increasing order of severity [BLUE]/
[YELLOW]/ [RED].
10.4.1. OFFICIAL WARNING may be issued by the Race Referee in circumstances
that a penalty is not appropriate, or there is confusion in a situation that would
normally result in the issue of a penalty and a penalty can’t be justified.
10.4.2. BLUE penalties [BLUE] are the least severe and are awarded for minor
infringements or administrate errors of the team. They are normally a time
penalty of the order 30mins to 2 hours, as determined by the Race Referee or
Race Director.
10.4.3. YELLOW penalties [YELLOW] are more severe and are awarded for more
significant infringements or a second infringement of a BLUE penalty. They are
normally a time penalty of the order 2 hours to 6+ hours, as determined by the
Race Referee or Race Director.
10.4.4. Red penalties [RED] are significant and severe. They are awarded for serious
infringements of the rules or a second Yellow penalty infringement. In some
cases this may be a time penalty of the order 6+ hours, or a change of a teams
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10.4.5.

10.4.6.

racing status (e.g. to UR or DNF). Serious cases may result in Disqualification
of a athlete or a team, as determined by the Race Referee or Race Director. In
the most severe cases, a Red Penalty may result in a ban to the athlete/s from
further participation in AR World Series races.
Where disqualification [DQ] is noted against some rules, this is for specific cases
of cheating, where a team deliberately and knowingly breaks that rule to gain
advantage.
Where a rule has noted two or more appropriate penalty levels (e.g. [BLUE]/
[YELLOW], or [YELLOW]/ [RED], or [BLUE]/ [YELLOW]/ [RED]), it is the
responsibility of the Race Referee if designated, the Race Director and the Race
Jury to determine the appropriate level of severity in relation to that specific
case.

11.

Adjudication. Adjudication of these rules is the responsibility of the Race Referee if
designated, the Race Director and the Race Jury. Any formal protest by a team must be
submitted in writing as soon as possible, and not later than 12 hours after the team finishes or
withdraws from the race.
11.1. In the first instance, the Race Referee (if designated ) or the Race Director will award
penalties for breaches of these rules.
11.2. If a formal protest is received, then the Race Jury will make judgement on the case.
11.2.1. All protests must be lodged by the team captain. Only the captain is allowed to
direct questions, objections and complaints to the Race Referee/ Race Director/
Race Jury.
11.2.2. The Race Jury must comprise of an odd number of members, minimum being
three. (e.g. 3 or 5 for example).
11.2.3. Recommended composition of the Race Jury is the Race Referee/Race Director,
another appropriate race official or third party, and an independent and
responsible athlete in the event as chosen by the race organiser.
11.2.4. If a unanimous decision is not reached, a vote within the Race Jury should
decide the result.
11.2.5. In all respects, decision of the Race Jury is final and not subject to appeal. There
is no obligation to make public the proceedings or members of the Race Jury.
11.3. In the event of there being uncertainty in finishing positions resulting from a formal protest,
prize giving will be delayed until after a verdict has been reached.
11.4. Positions announced at prize giving are subject to the results of banned substance tests and
any further findings brought to the attention of the Race Referee/ Race Director/ Race Jury.

12.

Race Specific Rules. Each race may have specific rules for that race only. Where there is a
conflict of rules, the race specific rules will take precedence.
12.1. If these rules are translated to another language, and there is a conflict of rules, the
english version of these rules will take precedence.
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